SYC/ROC and Combined Regional Tournament Bid Evaluation Form
The following form has been structured to guide you through the bids as submitted on the ROC/SYC bid form. Please only enter data
in the highlighted fields. For final point tallies, please see the "Final Result" worksheet. For a breakdown of each of the three major
areas of consideration (location, venue, and tournament), please see the sheets for those sections.

Request For:

Please put an "X" to the left of the events the organizer is bidding on.

SYC (Y10, Y12, Y14)
SYC with Additional Non-Regional Events
SYC with Regional Cadet Circuit (RCC)
Div 1A ROC
Div II ROC
Vet ROC
Combined ROC (Div1A/DivII and/or Vet)
ROC with RYC
ROC with RJCC (any combination)

Name of Tournament
Organization/ LOC / Division Hosting
Event:
Region Represtented:

Please place an X in one box on each line, as appropriate.
Bid Information

1

2

3

4

5

Poor

Acceptable

Good

Very Good

Exceptional

Totals

Tournament/Organizer History
Organizer has strong record of hosting
quality events (local, divisional,
sectional, RYC, SYC, ROC, NAC)

0
Tournament Information

Number of pistes appropriate for
projected number of competitors
Number of grounded pistes meets or
exceeds requirements set forth in Bid
Overview Packet
Equipment vendor(s) available to meet
the needs of athletes

0

0
0
Community Information

Ease of accessibility to airport(s)
Host hotel(s) pricing within acceptable
range for area hosting event
Venue is located within walking
distance of host hotel or shuttle is
provided
Host hotel(s) located close to
restaurants and other amenities
Venue located close to restaurants and
other amenities
Number of parking spaces available is
sufficient for participants, spectators,
and staff.
Cost of parking per day is reasonable

0

0

0
0
0

0
0

Personnel Information
Organizer has acquired the assistance
of experienced, knowledgeable FOC
or other Referee Assigner approved by
FOC
Organizer has acquired the assistance
of experienced, knowledgeable BC
Organizer has acquired the assistance
of experienced, knowledgeable
armorers

0
0

0
Other Considerations

Budgetary information reflects
appropriate fee structures and
understanding of tournament costs
Bid details other considerations
concerning tournament location which
are distinguishing
Bid details other considerations
concerning tournament venue which
are distinguishing
Bid details other considerations
concerning tournament staff/delivery
of services which are distinguishing

0

0

0

0
Venue Diagram

Size/layout is adequate to
accommodate projected number of
participants, spectators, and fencing
bags

0

1

2

3

4

Poor

Acceptable

Good

Very Good

Exceptional

Totals

0

Seating and/or designated area for
spectators outside of competition floor
Strip spacing accomodates referees
with proper run off for athletes
Designated area(s) for posting
results/pools/DE's and other info
Designated area(s) for athlete
equipment storage
Separate area for finals strip with
seating accomodations
Designated area for Armourers
Designated area for Athletic Trainer
Registration/BC is centralized
Designated Official's/Meeting Room
Designated concession area
Adequate number of
bathrooms/changing rooms

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Tournament Schedule

Schedule of Events is well thought out
and considers athletes fencing in
multiple age groups or same weapon
events
SYC with Extra Events Only Additional strip management plan
evaluation (required of all SYCs with
extra events)

1

2

3

4

5

Poor

Acceptable

Good

Very Good

Exceptional

Totals

0

0

Rate the Bid

(Award
up to 10
additional
points)

As the person reviewing the bid, we
value your experience with regional
tournaments and would like you to
award additional points to the bid as
you see fit.

Qualitative Review
Location
Questions?/ Concerns:

Exceptionalities in Bid

(For example: venue very close to airport, close to many family friendly activities)

Venue
Questions?/ Concerns:

Exceptionalities in Bid

(For example: connected to host hotel, a lot of extra space for public outside of competition floor, outside
food easily accessible)

Tournament
Questions?/ Concerns:

(For Example: cool awards, goodie bags or other gifts to competitors, “celebrity” visitors, sponsors,
exceptional staff )

Exceptionalities in Bid

Fee Exemption
Concerns? Positives? Needed?

Final Recommendation
I do not recommend this Bid
I recommend this Bid
I highly recommend this Bid
Bid needs further discussion
Please do not make entries on any other sheets!

